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Abstract
The recent increase in Atlantic and Pacific ocean heat transports has led to a decrease in Arctic sea-ice area and volume. As the 
respective contributions from both oceans in driving sea-ice loss is still uncertain, our study explores this. We use the EC-Earth3 
coupled global climate model and perform different sensitivity experiments to gain insights into the relationships between ocean 
heat transport and Arctic sea ice. In these model experiments, the sea-surface temperature is artificially increased in differ-
ent regions of the North Atlantic and North Pacific Oceans and with different levels of warming. All the experiments lead to 
enhanced ocean heat transport, and consequently to a decrease in Arctic sea-ice area and volume. We show that the wider the 
domain in which the sea-surface temperature is increased and the larger the level of warming, the larger the increase in ocean 
heat transport and the stronger the decrease in Arctic sea-ice area and volume. We also find that for a same amount of ocean 
heat transport increase, the reductions in Arctic sea-ice area and volume are stronger when the sea-surface temperature increase 
is imposed in the North Pacific, compared to the North Atlantic. This is explained by the lower-salinity water at the Bering 
Strait and atmospheric warming of the North Atlantic Ocean in the Pacific experiments. Finally, we find that the sea-ice loss 
is mainly driven by reduced basal growth along the sea-ice edge and enhanced basal melt in the Central Arctic. This confirms 
that the ocean heat transport is the primary driver of Arctic sea-ice loss in our experiments.
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1 Introduction

In the current global warming context, Arctic sea ice has 
dramatically changed over the past decades. Between 1979 
and 2018, the sea-ice extent has decreased at a rate of 
83,000 km2 yr−1 at the end of summer and 41,000 km2 yr−1 at 
the end of winter (Meredith et al. 2019). This rate of extent 
decrease is unprecedented in the record back to 1850, espe-
cially for summer (Walsh et al. 2017). Arctic sea ice has 
also thinned by 1.5–2 m since 1980 (Lindsay and Schweiger 
2015; Kwok 2018). Concurrently, there has been a shift to 
younger sea ice, with a decline of ∼90% of the areal propor-
tion of thick ice at least 5 years old between 1979 and 2018 
(Meredith et al. 2019). Following the decrease in sea-ice 
extent and thickness, the Arctic sea-ice volume loss over 

1979–2010 is 6 times larger than the decline over 1901–1940 
(Schweiger et al. 2019).

The recent Arctic sea-ice changes are strongly driven by 
anthropogenic global warming via enhanced greenhouse gas 
concentrations in the atmosphere (Notz and Marotzke 2012; 
Notz and Stroeve 2016; Meredith et al. 2019), but also by inter-
nal variability (Notz and Marotzke 2012; Swart et al. 2015), 
and are amplified by climate feedbacks (Goosse et al. 2018; 
Massonnet et al. 2018). Both the anthropogenic global warm-
ing and internal variability affect Arctic sea ice through a series 
of atmospheric (Ding et al. 2017) and oceanic (Carmack et al. 
2015) processes. Due to its relatively more difficult accessibil-
ity, the ocean is probably the least understood cause in Arctic 
sea-ice changes. An increasing number of studies shows that the 
heat carried by the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans has a consider-
able influence on the recent decrease in Arctic sea ice.

The most important gateway through which the ocean 
heat transport affects sea ice is the Barents Sea Opening 
(Smedsrud et al. 2010; Muilwijk et al. 2018; van der Lin-
den et al. 2019). Observations show that the recent reduc-
tion in winter sea-ice area in the Barents Sea has occurred 
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concurrently to an increase in ocean heat transport at the 
Barents Sea Opening due to both strengthening and warm-
ing of the inflow (Arthun et al. 2012). More recently, Pol-
yakov et al. (2017) provide observational evidence that the 
increased penetration of Atlantic Water into the eastern 
Eurasian Basin has led to a reduction in sea-ice growth in 
winter. Although the Bering Strait has a smaller contribution 
in terms of ocean heat transport to the Arctic compared to 
the Barents Sea Opening (mean observed value of 14 TW 
for the Bering Strait and 73 TW for the Barents Sea Open-
ing, Table 1), an increase in heat transport there has also 
been observed since 1990, mainly due to an increase in the 
flow (Woodgate 2018), which has influenced the sea-ice 
retreat in the Chukchi Sea (Serreze et al. 2019). At the Fram 
Strait, the mean ocean temperature has increased from 1997 
to 2010, but there has been no statistical significant trend 
in the volume transport (Beszczynska-Möller et al. 2012). 
No significant change in the ocean heat transport through 
the Davis Strait has been observed between 1987–1990 and 
2004–2005 (Curry et al. 2011).

Several modeling studies have confirmed the important 
role of ocean heat transport in controlling Arctic sea ice. 
Using 22 climate models from the third phase of the Cou-
pled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP3), Mahlstein 
and Knutti (2011) show that the models that simulate a 
stronger poleward ocean heat transport at 60◦ N also show 
a smaller September Arctic sea-ice extent. They argue that 
the northward ocean heat transport largely contributes to 
the uncertainty in future Arctic climate projections, and that 
a higher resolution can improve the simulation of climate 
processes.

Koenigk and Brodeau (2014) show that the Barents 
Sea Opening dominates the increase in ocean heat trans-
port in their historical and future model simulations with 
EC-Earth2.3, mainly through increased temperatures. This 
increased heat transport leads to enhanced heat fluxes at the 
ice base and contributes to reduced Barents sea-ice area. 
Results from the NorESM1-M model provide evidence 
that the increased ocean heat transport at the Barents Sea 
Opening has a strong influence on the Barents sea-ice area 
through reduced basal growth, while the sea-ice area reduc-
tion in the Central Arctic is mostly controlled by increased 
ocean heat transport at the Fram Strait via increased bottom 
melting (Sando et al. 2014).

Combining the results of 32 CMIP5 models shows 
that the recent decrease in winter Barents sea-ice extent 
(1979–2015) is strongly connected to the increase in ocean 
heat transport at the Barents Sea Opening (Li et al. 2017). 
The CMIP5 ensemble shows an anti-correlation between 
the annual mean ocean heat flux at 66◦ N and the annual 
mean Arctic sea-ice area over the period 1961–2099 (his-
torical and RCP4.5 model simulations), although 9 models 
out of 26 do not show such a negative correlation (Burgard 

and Notz 2017), which could be partly due to more Arctic 
regions being ice free in the second half of the 21st century 
in these 9 models (Docquier et al. 2019). Lien et al. (2017) 
find that the impact of ocean heat transport on the Barents 
sea-ice cover, associated with enhanced local wind, is also 
present at shorter (monthly) timescales using the Regional 
Ocean Modeling System (ROMS) combined with different 
observations.

Muilwijk et al. (2019) use eight different ocean-only mod-
els and one fully coupled model and find that a stronger wind 
forcing over the Greenland Sea leads to an increased ocean 
heat transport at the Barents Sea Opening and a reduced 
sea-ice extent in the Barents and Kara Seas. Results from the 
Community Earth System Model Large Ensemble (CESM-
LE) show that rapid sea-ice declines are strongly correlated 
to anomalies in ocean heat transport, mainly at the Barents 
Sea Opening and Bering Strait (Auclair and Tremblay 2018), 
and that the ocean heat transport in the Barents Sea is a 
major source of internal Arctic winter sea-ice variability and 
predictability (Arthun et al. 2019).

Using five High Resolution Model Intercomparison Pro-
ject (HighResMIP) models at different horizontal resolu-
tions over the historical period (1950–2014), Docquier 
et al. (2019) find a robust decline in Arctic sea-ice area with 
enhanced poleward Atlantic ocean heat transport north of 
60◦ N. The Barents-Kara and Greenland-Iceland-Norwegian 
(GIN) Seas are the most affected in terms of sea ice fol-
lowing an increased Atlantic ocean heat transport. A study 
with two additional HighResMIP models (so 7 models in 
total with at least two different resolutions) confirms that the 
changes in the Barents sea-ice area are strongly anti-corre-
lated to the changes in ocean heat transport at the Barents 
Sea Opening (Docquier et al. 2020). While an increased hor-
izontal resolution allows a better representation of the ocean 
currents, the strength of the relationship between sea-ice 
area and ocean heat transport is not affected by resolution.

Due to the smaller ocean heat transport contribution to 
the Arctic of the three other gateways (Bering, Fram and 
Davis Straits), a fewer modeling studies have analyzed their 
impact on Arctic sea ice. Some modeling studies suggest a 
non-negligible impact of the Bering Strait ocean heat trans-
port on Arctic sea ice. Koenigk and Brodeau (2014) find 
that the warm water remains near the surface in the shallow 
Bering Strait, compared to the deeper Barents Sea Opening, 
in future model projections with EC-Earth2.3, thus poten-
tially contributing to enhanced bottom ice melt. Auclair and 
Tremblay (2018) also find that the Bering Strait ocean heat 
transport is highly correlated to rapid ice declines using 
CESM-LE.

While many studies have analyzed the relationship 
between ocean heat transport and Arctic sea ice, only a few 
have investigated the detailed processes by which the ocean 
heat transport impacts the sea ice. A way to conduct such an 
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analysis is by performing model experiments in which the 
ocean heat transport is varied and by studying the result-
ing impact on sea ice. This is what we do in this paper, by 
designing a set of sensitivity experiments in which the sea-
surface temperature (SST) is artificially enhanced in both 
the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans. This allows us to study the 
effect of initially increasing the SST (and thus ocean heat 
transport) in both oceans on Arctic sea ice.

In Sect. 2, we present the model used, the sensitivity 
experiments, the observational datasets and the diagnostics. 
In Sect. 3, we show the main results of our analysis in terms 
of ocean heat transport, Arctic sea ice and the relationship 
between the two. In Sect. 4, we discuss the difference of 
imposing the SST anomalies in the Atlantic or Pacific and 
the potential role of the atmosphere. We provide our conclu-
sions in Sect. 5.

2  Methodology

2.1  Model experiments

The model used in this study is version 3.3.1.1 (SVN revi-
sion 7299) of the EC-Earth coupled global climate model 
(Döscher et al. 2020), which is named EC-Earth3 hereafter. 
This is the version used in the CMIP6 intercomparison. The 
atmospheric component of the model is cycle 36r4 of the 
Integrated Forecast System (IFS) from the European Centre 
for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF), which 
includes the H-Tessel land surface model (Balsamo et al. 
2009). The ocean component is version 3.6 of the Nucleus 
for European Modelling of the Ocean (NEMO3.6, Madec 
2016), including version 3 of the Louvain-la-Neuve sea-
Ice Model (LIM3, Rousset et al. 2015). The atmosphere/
land and ocean/sea-ice components are coupled through 
the Ocean, Atmosphere, Sea Ice, Soil (OASIS) coupler 
(Craig et al. 2017). The atmospheric and ocean grids used 
in this study are T255 (horizontal resolution of ∼80 km) and 
ORCA1 (horizontal resolution of ∼1◦ , with mesh refinement 
down to ∼0.3◦ around the equator), respectively. The num-
ber of vertical levels is 91 in the atmosphere (model top at 
0.01 hPa) and 75 in the ocean. The model time step is 45 
minutes for both the atmosphere and ocean.

Starting from the year 2014 of the r1i1p1f1 EC-Earth3-
Veg historical CMIP6 member (EC-Earth-Consortium 
2019), we run 200 years with EC-Earth3 using constant 
greenhouse gas and aerosol forcing corresponding to the year 
2000. This constitutes our present-day control run, named 
CTRL hereafter. EC-Earth3-Veg is similar to EC-Earth3 
but includes a dynamic vegetation model (LPJ-GUESS v4, 
Smith et al. 2014). The differences in mean atmospheric and 
ocean states between the ensemble means of EC-Earth3 and 
EC-Earth3-Veg are relatively small (Döscher et al. 2020). 

Thus, we are confident that starting our model experiments 
from either EC-Earth3-Veg or EC-Earth3 does not substan-
tially impact our results.

From the year 117 of the CTRL run, we launch a series of 
50-year long sensitivity experiments with the aim of increas-
ing the poleward ocean heat transport. This specific year is 
chosen as it provides values of Arctic sea-ice area and volume 
close to present-day observed values (Fig. 5 and Table 2).

In all the sensitivity experiments, the SST is restored to 
the mean climatology of the 30 years before the year 117 of 
the CTRL run, enhanced by 1 °C, 3 °C, or 5 °C, in a specific 
domain of the North Atlantic Ocean or North Pacific Ocean. 
The restoring is done through the addition of a surface heat 
flux qs in each grid point:

where cT is the temperature restoring coefficient (equal to 
− 40 Wm−2K−1 , based on Servonnat et al. 2015), SSTm is 
the modeled SST, SSTt is the targeted (restored) SST, and 
R is the restoring mask (1 in the region where the SST is 
restored; 0 otherwise). This additional surface heat flux 
leads to an adjustment of the SST in the restoring region. 
No restoring is performed under sea ice. Outside of the 
restoring region, the model freely evolves, which allows a 
full response of the climate system. Further methodological 
details about the SST restoring can be found in Ruprich-
Robert et al. (2017).

The resulting increase in SST in our model experiments 
is expected to lead to a direct increase in poleward ocean 
heat transport (Eq. (2)). The three levels of warming (1 °C, 
3 °C, 5 °C,) cover a range of potential warming that could 
potentially occur in the future (Alexander et al. 2018; IPCC 
2019). We use one wide, one medium-sized and one small 
domain for each of the two oceans (Fig. 1). The wide Atlan-
tic domain (ATL1) corresponds to the region between 40◦ N 
and 80◦ N, and between 40◦ W and 20◦ E. The ATL1 domain 
includes the North Atlantic and Norwegian Currents, which 
drive a substantial amount of heat to the Arctic. The medium-
sized Atlantic domain (ATL2) is the northern part of the 
latter domain, i.e. between 66◦ N and 80◦ N, and between 
22◦ W and 20◦ E. The ATL2 domain is chosen as it is located 
upstream of the two main Atlantic gateways to the Arctic, 
i.e. the Barents Sea Opening and Fram Strait. The small 
Atlantic domain (ATL3) is the region around the Barents 
Sea Opening (the main Arctic strait in terms of ocean heat 
transport), i.e. between 70◦ N and 77◦ N, and between 15◦ E 
and 22◦ E. The wide Pacific domain (PAC1) corresponds to 
the region between 30◦ N and 66◦ N, and between 120◦ E and 
120◦ W. The PAC1 region is relatively similar to ATL1 in 
terms of latitudinal coverage and it extends from the Asian 
east coasts to the North American west coasts, so that it cov-
ers the North Pacific Current and the main water currents 

(1)qs = cT (SSTm − SSTt)R,
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flowing to the Arctic through the Bering Strait. The medium-
sized Pacific domain (PAC2) is the central eastern part of the 
latter domain, i.e. between 40◦ N and 50◦ N, and between 180◦ 
and 120◦ W. The PAC2 domain includes part of the Alaskan 
Current off the west coast of North America, which provides 
a substantial amount of heat to the Bering Sea. The small 
Pacific domain (PAC3) is the region around the Bering Strait 
(the only Arctic strait from the Pacific side), i.e. between 
64◦ N and 67◦ N, and between 172◦ W and 166◦ W. Figure 1 
represents the six different domains as black boxes.

Thus, we have a total of 18 sensitivity experiments, with 
six different domains and three different levels of warming. 
In our result section (Sect. 3), we focus on the 6 SST+3 °C 
experiments in order to highlight the key results of our anal-
ysis. Our main results hold for the other levels of warming. 
Figures 3, 9 and 16 present the results from all 18 experi-
ments as there is only one data point per experiment for these 
two figures. The different domains allow to test the influence 
of imposing the SST anomalies in either the Atlantic or the 
Pacific Ocean as the heat transport from these two oceans 
has an impact on Arctic sea ice. They also make it possible 
to check the impact of a very small restoring region (Barents 
Sea Opening or Bering Strait) against larger domains.

2.2  Observations

In order to evaluate the model results of our CTRL run, dif-
ferent observational products are used for Arctic sea-ice area 
and volume, ocean heat transport at the Arctic straits and 
Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC). The 
observed sea-ice area is derived using the second version of 
the global sea-ice concentration climate data record from 
the European Organisation for the Exploitation of Mete-
orological Satellites (EUMETSAT) Ocean Sea Ice Satellite 
Application Facility (OSI SAF; Lavergne et al. 2019), named 
OSI-450. The spatial resolution of OSI-450 is 25 km. This 
dataset compares well with independent estimates of sea-ice 
concentration both in regions with very high sea-ice concen-
tration (3.5–4% accuracy) and in regions with very low sea-
ice concentration (1.5–2% accuracy) (Lavergne et al. 2019).

For sea-ice volume, we use the Pan-Arctic Ice-Ocean 
Modeling and Assimilation System (PIOMAS) reanalysis 
data (Zhang and Rothrock 2003). PIOMAS is a coupled 
ocean and sea-ice model with capability of assimilating 
daily sea-ice concentration and SST. The model is driven 
by National Centers for Environmental Prediction / National 
Center for Atmospheric Research (NCEP/NCAR) reanalysis 
surface forcing fields. The mean horizontal resolution in the 
Arctic is 22  km. PIOMAS sea-ice thickness data agree well 
with satellite altimetry over the Central Arctic with a mean 
difference lower than 0.1 m (Schweiger et al. 2011).

For the ocean heat transport at the Barents Sea Open-
ing, we use the mean over the 1997–2007 period based on 

observations from Smedsrud et al. (2010), considering the 
section between northern Norway and Bear Island. This sec-
tion includes the inflows from the Atlantic Water (middle) 
and Norwegian Coastal Current (south) and outflow from the 
Bear Island Trench (north). For the ocean heat transport at 
the Fram Strait, we use the mean over the 1997–2009 period 
based on observations from Schauer and Beszczynksa-
Möller (2009). For the ocean heat transport at the Bering 
Strait, we use the mean over 2000–2015 from the observa-
tions of Woodgate (2018). And finally, for Davis Strait, we 
use the mean observed ocean heat transport over 2004–2005 
from Curry et al. (2011).

For the AMOC observations, we make use of the mean 
over 2005–2017 coming from the RAPID array (Smeed et al. 
2019), an observing system deployed at 26.5°N.

2.3  Diagnostics

In our study, we compute a series of diagnostics to investigate 
the role of ocean heat transport on Arctic sea ice. We com-
pute the poleward ocean heat transport at four different Arctic 
straits: the Barents Sea Opening, Fram Strait, Bering Strait 
and Davis Strait, which allows to close the Arctic domain. The 
coordinates of the transects we use are provided in Table 1 
and the four straits are indicated in Fig. 1a using arrows for 
the direction of the ocean heat transport. We compute the 
total Arctic Ocean heat transport as the sum of the ocean heat 
transports through the four straits (Table 1, Figs. 2 and 9). The 
Atlantic Ocean heat transport is the sum of the heat transports 
at the Barents Sea Opening and Fram Strait (Fig.  16a).

The ocean heat transport OHT at each strait is computed 
on the native NEMO grid as:

where � is the water density (1027 kg m−3 ), cp is the specific 
seawater heat capacity (3985 J kg−1 K −1 ), A is the surface 
area of the section, U is the ocean velocity perpendicular to 
the section, T is the ocean potential temperature, and Tref is 
the reference temperature (set to 0 °C). For each strait, we 
follow the shortest broken line connecting the two relevant 
points, which coordinates are provided in Table 1. Both 
zonal and meridional components of ocean velocity U are 
used in this computation. The ocean heat transport is verti-
cally integrated over the whole water column and horizon-
tally integrated over the length of the transect.

In order to understand the origin of changes in ocean heat 
transport, we decompose this quantity into changes coming 
from temperature, changes coming from velocity and their 
covariance, following the same methodology as van der Lin-
den et al. (2019) (Fig.  3). We also compute the horizontal 
ocean heat flux integrated over the vertical column (norm 

(2)OHT = �cp ∫A

�(T − Tref)dA,
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of meridional and zonal components) for each grid point 
of the model domain to analyze the spatial distribution of 
ocean heat transport (Fig. 4). All our computations of ocean 
heat transport and flux use monthly mean values of U and T.

In our study, we focus on the relationships between 
ocean heat transport and Arctic sea ice. A detailed analysis 
of atmospheric fields goes beyond the scope of our study, 
but we acknowledge that our experiments also affect the 
atmosphere, so we also consider the atmospheric response. 
In Sect. 4, we have included a discussion on the role of 
the atmosphere on the ocean heat transport in our experi-
ments. In Fig. 14, we provide latitudinal transects of pole-
ward ocean and atmosphere heat transports. The ocean heat 
transport represented in this figure is the total heat trans-
port from all ocean basins directed towards the north and 
is computed online during the model simulations using the 
meridional velocity and potential temperature of the ocean. 
The total heat transport is computed offline by integrating 
the net incoming radiation at the top of the atmosphere from 
the south to the north (assuming that the system is at equi-
librium). The atmospheric heat transport is also computed 
offline as the integration of the difference between the net 
incoming radiation at the top of the atmosphere and the net 
incoming surface heat fluxes from the south to the north.

In Fig. 15, the net atmospheric surface heat flux is the 
sum of net shortwave and longwave radiations, latent and 
sensible heat fluxes, all positive towards the surface. The 
mean Atlantic and Pacific surface heat fluxes (Fig. 16) are 
the net atmospheric surface heat fluxes integrated over the 
North Atlantic Ocean (50–80°N, 40°W–20◦ E) and North 
Pacific Ocean (45–66°N, 150°W–150°E), respectively. 
These two specific regions are chosen such that they cover 

the same ocean area, i.e. ∼7 million km2 , and are bounded 
at the north by the Barents Sea Opening and Fram Strait 
for the North Atlantic region and by the Bering Strait for 
the North Pacific region (see Fig. 15 for the precise loca-
tion of these regions). For the Atlantic region, this box is 
where most changes in net atmospheric surface heat flux 
occur (Fig.  15e–g).

The Arctic sea-ice area is the product of sea-ice concen-
tration and grid-cell area, summed over all grid cells north 
of 40°N (Figs. 5, 6a, b and 9a–b). The Arctic sea-ice volume 
is computed in a similar way as sea-ice area but with the 
equivalent sea-ice thickness instead of sea-ice concentration 
(Figs. 6c–d and 9c, d). The remaining diagnostics analyzed 
here are direct outputs of the model: SST (Fig.  1), sea-ice 
concentration (Fig. 7), equivalent sea-ice thickness (or sea-
ice volume per area, Fig. 8), ocean potential temperature 
(Fig. 10) and sea-ice mass balance terms (Figs. 11–13).

In the following, we compare the results of our sensitivity 
experiments, in which the SST is artificially increased, to the 
CTRL run over the 50-year reference period. As previously 
explained, we focus on the SST+3 °C experiments, but our 
results hold for the two other levels of warming.

3  Results

3.1  Sea‑surface temperature (SST) and ocean heat 
transport

The mean SST in the North Atlantic and North Pacific 
Oceans increases in all sensitivity experiments compared 
to the CTRL run (Fig. 1), and the SST increase is larger 

Table 1  Mean ocean heat 
transport (in TW [= 1012 W]) 
for the total Arctic (all straits) 
and the different straits (Barents 
Sea Opening [BSO], Bering 
Strait, Fram Strait, Davis Strait), 
averaged over 50 years, for the 
CTRL run and the 6 SST+3◦ C 
sensitivity experiments

The number after the ± sign is the standard deviation of the annual mean ocean heat transport, which 
represents the interannual variability over the 50   years. If the difference between the sensitivity experi-
ment and the CTRL run is not significant (5% level), the ocean heat transport is indicated in italic. We also 
provide observational estimates for the BSO (mean over 1997–2007, Smedsrud et al. 2010), Bering Strait 
(mean over 2000–2015, Woodgate 2018), Fram Strait (mean over 1997–2009, Schauer and Beszczynksa-
Möller 2009), Davis Strait (mean over 2004–2005, Curry et al. 2011), and the total Arctic (sum of the four 
contributions). The coordinates of the 4 transects used to compute the ocean heat transport are provided 
below the strait names

Experiment Total Arctic BSO Bering Fram Davis
(4 straits) 20

◦E 65.7
◦N 79

◦N 69
◦N

70–77◦N 170.5–168◦W 20◦W–11◦E 67–51◦W

CTRL 118.4 ± 13.1 90.2 ± 17.0 18.0 ± 5.0 7.1 ± 9.8 3.1 ± 1.2
Observations 143 73 14 ± 5 36 ± 6 20 ± 9

ATL1+3◦C 212.8 ± 24.1 176.8 ± 27.9 20.4 ± 6.9 12.9 ± 23.6 2.6 ± 2.9
ATL2+3◦C 155.0 ± 13.1 113.6 ± 15.3 20.4 ± 5.6 18.1 ± 8.8 3.0 ± 1.4
ATL3+3◦C 137.0 ± 15.9 102.6 ± 22.0 22.6 ± 6.3 7.9 ± 14.0 4.0 ± 1.7

PAC1+3◦C 176.7 ± 15.9 129.2 ± 19.6 30.6 ± 6.7 14.8 ± 9.3 2.1 ± 3.3
PAC2+3◦C 134.3 ± 16.8 101.4 ± 24.1 19.7 ± 6.0 10.2 ± 13.7 2.9 ± 1.7
PAC3+3◦C 143.1 ± 18.6 110.2 ± 14.8 25.5 ± 6.4 3.9 ± 9.4 3.5 ± 0.9
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with a higher level of warming (not shown). The SST aver-
aged over 50 years increases by 1–3 °C in the region where 
the SST is restored (defined as a black box in each panel 
of Fig. 1), compared to the CTRL run.

Outside of the restoring region, the SST also increases, 
but with contrasting differences between the experiments. 
The SST increase is especially widespread in the wide 
domain experiments, i.e. ATL1+3  °C and PAC1+3  °C 

Fig. 1  a Map of mean sea-surface temperature (SST, 50-year average) 
for the CTRL run, with indication of the main ocean heat transport 
gateways to the Arctic (1: Barents Sea Opening; 2: Fram Strait; 3: 
Davis Strait; 4: Bering Strait). b–g Maps of difference in mean SST 

(50-year average) between the Atlantic (middle row) / Pacific (bottom 
row) SST+3 °C experiments (PERT) and the CTRL run. The domain 
in which the SST restoring is applied is shown as a black box for each 
experiment
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(Fig.  1b, e). In the medium-sized domain experiments 
(Fig. 1c, f), the SST increase is more confined to the region 
directly around the restoring domain, with an additional pro-
nounced increase in the Barents and Iceland Seas and in the 
vicinity of the Gulf Stream / North Atlantic Current at ∼40°N 
in PAC2+3 °C  (Fig. 1f). The SST increase is much more 
concentrated in the small domain experiments (Fig. 1d,g), 
although the SST substantially increases (by > 1 °C) in the 
GIN and Barents Seas in PAC3+3 °C (Fig. 1g). Interestingly, 
all Pacific experiments show a pronounced SST increase in 
the North Atlantic Ocean (Fig. 1e–g), while the SST increase 
in the North Pacific Ocean is less intense in the Atlantic 
experiments (Fig.  1b–d).

The mean total Arctic Ocean heat transport in the CTRL 
run, summing the contributions from the Barents Sea Open-
ing, Bering, Fram and Davis Straits, is lower by 21% com-
pared to the observational estimate (Table 1). This is driven 
by a model underestimation of the ocean heat transport at the 
Fram Strait and Davis Strait, which is partly compensated 

by a model overestimation of the transport at the Barents 
Sea Opening and Bering Strait. However, observational 
estimates of ocean heat transport contain a relatively large 
uncertainty and are mean values averaged over different time 
periods, so the comparison between these observations and 
our CTRL run must be made with caution. Furthermore, the 
ocean heat transport at Davis Strait is likely to be a maxi-
mum value (Curry et al. 2011), so the model overestimation 
may be lower.

Following the increase in SST, the total ocean heat trans-
port through all Arctic straits (Barents Sea Opening, Bering, 
Fram and Davis Straits) increases relative to the CTRL run 
(Fig. 2 and Table 1) and remains relatively stable over the 
entire length of the model simulations (Fig. 2. The inter-
annual variability of the total Arctic Ocean heat transport 
(defined as one standard deviation around the mean) is ∼
10% of the mean (Table 1).

The increase in total Arctic Ocean heat transport is 
especially strong in the wide domain experiments, with 

a

b

Fig. 2  Time series of ocean heat transport (OHT) through all Arc-
tic straits for the CTRL run, (a) the 3 Atlantic and (b) the 3 Pacific 
SST+3◦ C experiments. The number in brackets in the legend is the 

difference in mean OHT between the experiment and the CTRL. Year 
0 corresponds to the year from which the sensitivity experiments are 
started
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an increase of 80% in ATL1+3 °C (Fig. 2a) and 49% in 
PAC1+3 °C (Fig. 2b) relative to the CTRL run. The total 
Arctic Ocean heat transport also increases in the medium-
sized and small domain experiments, but with lower inten-
sity (+ 13 to + 31% , Fig.  2). It is particularly interesting 
to note that the ocean heat transport increases more in the 
small domain PAC3+3 °C experiment compared to the 
medium-sized domain PAC2+3 °C experiment (Fig. 2b). 
As the PAC3 restoring domain is much smaller than PAC2, 
we expect a lower effect of the restoring on the PAC3 experi-
ments. However, the difference in ocean heat transport 
between PAC3+3 °C and PAC2+3 °C is relatively small 
(8.8 TW, Table 1) and not significant at the 1 % level, while 
other inter-experiment differences are significant with the 
same 1 % level. Also, the PAC2 domain does not include the 
area just south of the Bering Strait and there is probably a 
non-negligible amount of re-circulation towards the south 
with the PAC2 domain. This can also partly explain the 
smaller ocean heat transport in the PAC2+3 °C experiment 
compared to PAC3+3 °C. Finally, we think that part of the 
relatively large ocean heat transport of PAC3+3 °C is due 
to internal variability. An additional experiment similar to 
PAC3+3 °C, starting from a different year of the CTRL run, 

shows a smaller change in ocean heat transport compared to 
the original experiment (not shown), and thus confirms the 
potential effect of internal variability on PAC3+3 °C. The 
fact that PAC2+1 °C and PAC2+5 °C have a larger ocean 
heat transport increase than PAC3+1 °C and PAC3+5 °C, 
respectively (Fig.  3a), also indicates that internal variability 
plays a role for PAC3+3 °C.

In the Atlantic experiments, the increase in total Arctic 
Ocean heat transport is mainly driven by the increase in 
ocean heat transport at the Barents Sea Opening, followed by 
a smaller contribution from the Fram Strait for the wide and 
medium-sized domain experiments (Table 1). In the Pacific 
experiments, the increase in total Arctic Ocean heat trans-
port is driven by both the increase in ocean heat transport 
at the Bering Strait and Barents Sea Opening (Table 1). In 
the wide and medium-sized Pacific experiments, the Fram 
Strait also plays a non-negligible role in the ocean heat 
transport increase. It is particularly interesting to have an 
increase in ocean heat transport at the Barents Sea Opening 
in the Pacific experiments, and an increase in this quantity 
at the Fram Strait in the PAC1 and PAC2 experiments. We 
show later that this is related to an Atlantic Ocean surface 
warming through the advection of heat from the Pacific by 

Fig. 3  Mean changes in ocean heat transport (OHT) through all Arctic straits between the sensitivity experiments (PERT) and the CTRL run: (a) 
total changes, (b) changes due to velocity, (c) changes due to temperature, (d) velocity-temperature covariance
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the atmosphere. We further investigate this mechanism in 
Sects. 3.3 and 4.

When decomposing the changes in total Arctic Ocean 
heat transport between the sensitivity experiments and the 
CTRL run into changes due to velocity, temperature and 
their covariance, the temperature and velocity-temperature 
covariance components are the main contributors, with about 
the same contribution for the two (Fig.  3). This means that 
the major part of the changes in ocean heat transport comes 
from the changes in ocean temperature. This is expected due 
to the nature of the sensitivity experiments, where the SST 
is restored. Figure 3 confirms that the increase in ocean heat 

transport is larger in the wide domain experiments (com-
pared to the smaller domain experiments) and with a higher 
level of warming. Overall, the changes in ocean heat trans-
port are larger in the Atlantic experiments compared to the 
Pacific experiments. This is explained by the large increase 
in the ocean heat transport at the Barents Sea Opening in the 
Atlantic experiments (Table  1).

Despite the general increase in ocean heat transport at all 
Arctic straits (except Davis Strait), the spatial distribution of 
horizontal ocean heat flux reveals large heterogeneity north 
of 40°N (Fig. 4). Two regions show a marked increase in 
horizontal ocean heat flux in all experiments: these are the 

Fig. 4  a Map of mean horizontal ocean heat flux (OHF, 50-year aver-
age) for the CTRL run. b–g Maps of difference in mean OHF (50-
year average) between the Atlantic (middle row) / Pacific (bottom 

row) SST+3◦ C experiments (PERT) and the CTRL run. The blue 
and black contour lines show the mean March and September sea-ice 
edges (15 % concentration), respectively, of the different experiments
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Barents Sea and the Bering/Chukchi Seas. The increase in 
ocean heat flux in these two regions is more pronounced in 
the wide domain experiments (ATL1 and PAC1, Fig. 4b,e). 
The wide and medium-sized domain experiments also show 
a region of ocean heat flux decrease between 40 and 50°N 
in the North Atlantic. This band of heat flux decrease is 
linked to the weakening of the AMOC by up to 3 Sv south 
of 60◦ N in these experiments (Table 2). The Atlantic Ocean 
warming of these experiments is responsible for the AMOC 
weakening. No substantial change in the AMOC is found in 
the small domain experiments, probably due to the fact that 
the applied perturbations do not create SST anomalies and 
associated buoyancy fluxes in regions that are sensitive to 
the AMOC.

Following the large increase in ocean heat transport (Fig.  
2) and horizontal ocean heat flux in the Barents Sea and 
Bering/Chukchi Seas (Fig. 4) in the wide domain experi-
ments, the Arctic sea-ice edge considerably retreats in these 
experiments (Fig. 4b, e). The retreat of the sea-ice edge is 
less pronounced in the other experiments (Fig. 4c, d, f, g). 
The next section will illustrate in more details the changes 
in Arctic sea ice in these experiments.

3.2  Arctic sea ice

Figure 5 shows the time evolution of March and September 
Arctic sea-ice area from 30 years before the start of sensitiv-
ity experiments up to 100 years after this start. The mean 
March and September sea-ice areas in the CTRL run, aver-
aged over the 50-year reference period, are 13.7 ± 0.5 mil-
lion km2 and 4.4 ± 1.0 million km2 , respectively. The mean 
March and September sea-ice volumes for this CTRL run are 
25.9 ± 3.4 × 103 km3 and 11.4 ± 3.7 × 103 km3 , respectively. 
These values are close to OSI SAF observations for sea-ice 
area (Lavergne et al. 2019) and PIOMAS reanalysis for sea-
ice volume (Schweiger et al. 2011), well within the bounds 
of observed interannual variability (Table 2). Note that the 
CTRL run stops 83 years after the start of these experiments 
(as the sensitivity experiments start in year 117 of the CTRL 
run and the entire duration of the latter is 200 years).

The Arctic sea-ice area strongly decreases in both March 
and September in the two wide domain experiments (ATL1 
and PAC1; Fig.  5 and Table 2). We have prolonged the 
duration of these two experiments by 50 years compared to 
the other experiments to check the behavior of the sea-ice 
area in these more extreme experiments; we can see that the 
sea-ice area stabilizes at a significantly lower level compared 
to the CTRL run (Fig.  5). In the medium-sized (ATL2 and 

Fig. 5  Time series of Arctic sea-ice area in (a) March and (b) September for the CTRL run and SST+3 °C experiments. Year 0 corresponds to 
the year from which the sensitivity experiments are started
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Table 2  Mean Arctic sea-ice 
area (SIA) and volume (SIV) 
in March and September, as 
well as Atlantic Meridional 
Overturning Circulation index 
at 26.5◦ N (AMOC), averaged 
over 50 years, for the CTRL run 
and the 6 SST+3◦ C sensitivity 
experiments

The number after the ± sign is the standard deviation of the SIA, SIV and AMOC, which represents the 
interannual variability over the 50 years. If the difference between the sensitivity experiment and the CTRL 
run is not significant (5% level), the SIA/SIV/AMOC is indicated in italic. We also provide OSI-450 obser-
vations for SIA (mean over 1979–2015, Lavergne et al. (2019)), PIOMAS reanalysis for SIV (mean over 
1979–2019, Schweiger et  al. (2011)) and RAPID array observations for AMOC (mean over 2005–2017, 
Smeed et al. (2019)) for comparison

Experiment March SIA Sept. SIA March SIV Sept. SIV AMOC
(106 km2) (106 km2) (103 km3) (103 km3) (Sv)

CTRL 13.7 ± 0.5 4.4 ± 1.0 25.9 ± 3.4 11.4 ± 3.7 15.5 ± 2.7
Observations 14.0 ± 0.4 5.2 ± 1.0 26.3 ± 3.4 10.7 ± 4.1 17.5 ± 1.4

ATL1+3 °C 11.9 ± 0.4 1.4 ± 0.8 15.7 ± 2.2 2.9 ± 1.8 12.8 ± 3.0
ATL2+3 °C 13.0 ± 0.2 3.6 ± 0.6 22.5 ± 1.6 8.5 ± 1.9 14.5 ± 2.6

ATL3+3 °C 13.4 ± 0.4 4.0 ± 0.6 23.5 ± 1.6 9.5 ± 2.0 15.8 ± 2.7
PAC1+3 °C 12.0 ± 0.4 1.1 ± 0.8 15.2 ± 2.1 2.2 ± 1.6 13.6 ± 2.8
PAC2+3 °C 13.4 ± 0.5 3.7 ± 0.7 22.6 ± 2.1 8.4 ± 2.0 14.6 ± 2.8
PAC3+3 °C 13.0 ± 0.4 3.4 ± 0.8 21.2 ± 2.0 7.2 ± 2.0 16.2 ± 2.6

Fig. 6  Mean seasonal cycles of (a, b) Arctic sea-ice area and (c, d) 
volume for the CTRL run, (a, c) Atlantic and (b, d) Pacific SST+3 °C 
experiments. The two numbers in brackets in the legend are the dif-

ferences in mean March and September (respectively) sea-ice area/
volume between the experiment and the CTRL run
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PAC2) and small (ATL3 and PAC3) domain experiments, 
the sea-ice area also decreases overall, although this reduc-
tion is less pronounced than in ATL1 and PAC1 (Fig. 5).

The seasonal cycles of Arctic sea-ice area and volume 
are relatively similar in the two wide domain experiments 
(ATL1 and PAC1, Fig.  6). This suggests that there is no 
substantial difference in sea ice whether the SST anomaly 
is imposed in the Atlantic or the Pacific Ocean. In these two 
wide domain experiments, the sea-ice area loss, compared 
to the CTRL run, is ∼1.8 million km2 in March and ∼3 mil-
lion km2 in September (Fig. 6a, b), and the sea-ice volume 
loss is ∼10,000 km3 in March and ∼ 9000 km3 in Septem-
ber (Fig. 6c, d). Thus, the loss in sea-ice area is stronger in 

summer compared to winter, and the loss in sea-ice volume 
is larger in winter relative to summer.

In the medium-sized and small domain experiments, there 
is also an overall decrease in sea-ice area and volume but 
with a much lower magnitude. Again, in these experiments, 
the sea-ice area loss is greater in summer and the sea-ice 
volume loss is stronger in winter (Fig. 6). There is a simple 
explanation for such a seasonal difference between sea-ice 
area and volume changes. The sea-ice area loss is stronger 
in summer compared to winter mainly due to the positive 
ice-albedo feedback, which leads to rapid ice melting in 
regions of low sea-ice concentration in summer (Massonnet 
et al. 2018). The sea-ice volume loss is stronger in winter 

Fig. 7  a Map of mean March sea-ice concentration (SIC, 50-year 
average) for the CTRL run. b–g Maps of difference in mean March 
SIC (50-year average) between the Atlantic (middle row)/Pacific (bot-

tom row) SST+3  °C experiments (PERT) and the CTRL run. The 
domain in which the SST restoring is applied is shown as a black box 
for each experiment
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compared to summer mainly due to an additional negative 
feedback, i.e. the ice-growth feedback: as the heat conduc-
tion fluxes are larger through thinner sea ice, sea ice at the 
end of summer grows faster than during winter, when the ice 
is thicker (Massonnet et al. 2018).

Overall, the decreases in Arctic sea-ice area and vol-
ume compared to the CTRL run are larger with a wider 
SST restoring domain (Table  2), with a few exceptions. 
The decrease in sea-ice area and volume in PAC2+3 °C is 
lower than in PAC3+3 °C, in agreement with a lower total 
ocean heat transport in PAC2+3 °C (Table 1), but the differ-
ence between the two experiments is relatively small. The 

Arctic sea-ice area and volume decreases are also generally 
enhanced with a higher warming level (not shown).

The spatial distribution of March sea-ice concentration 
change is relatively similar in the different experiments, 
with larger loss at the sea-ice edge (Fig. 7). Note the small 
increase in March sea-ice concentration in the GIN and 
Labrador Seas in PAC2+3 °C (Fig. 7f), which leads to the 
smaller loss of Arctic sea-ice area in this experiment com-
pared to PAC3+3 °C (Fig. 6b). The spatial distribution of 
September sea-ice concentration change is more homoge-
neous through the Arctic than in March, and again the loss 
is generally greater with a higher level of warming (not 
shown).

Fig. 8  a Map of mean March sea-ice thickness (SIT, 50-year average) 
for the CTRL run. b–g Maps of difference in mean March SIT (50-
year average) between the Atlantic (middle row)/Pacific (bottom row) 

SST+3  °C experiments (PERT) and the CTRL run. The domain in 
which the SST restoring is applied is shown as a black box for each 
experiment
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The spatial distribution of March (and September, not 
shown) sea-ice thickness is relatively similar in the different 
experiments, with larger sea-ice thickness reductions in the 
wide domain experiments (Fig. 8). The spatial distribution 
of sea-ice thickness loss is relatively homogeneous, with 
all Arctic regions experiencing a decrease in thickness. The 
next section is dedicated to the study of the impact of ocean 
heat transport on Arctic sea ice.

3.3  Impact of ocean heat transport on Arctic sea ice

Figure 9 shows that the loss of Arctic sea-ice area and vol-
ume, compared to the CTRL run, is larger with increased 
ocean heat transport through all Arctic straits. The loss 

of sea-ice area for a given amount of ocean heat transport 
increase is larger in September (34,273 km2 TW−1 , Fig. 9b) 
compared to March (21,558 km2 TW−1 , Fig. 9a). On the 
contrary, the loss of Arctic sea-ice volume is larger in March 
(107 m3 TW−1 , Fig. 9c) compared to September (82 km3 
TW−1 , Fig. 9d). This is in agreement with the results found 
in the seasonal cycles of Arctic sea-ice area and volume 
(Fig.  6).

The loss of Arctic sea-ice area and volume for a same 
amount of total Arctic Ocean heat transport increase is 
stronger in the Pacific experiments (crosses in Fig. 9) com-
pared to the Atlantic experiments (dots in Fig. 9). This 
suggests that a change in ocean heat transport driven by 
warmer Pacific Ocean temperatures is more effective at 

Fig. 9  Change in mean (a) March and (b) September Arctic sea-ice 
area ( �SIA) vs. change in mean ocean heat transport ( �OHT) through 
all Arctic straits between each sensitivity experiment and the CTRL 
run (1 point for each sensitivity experiment; the dots are for Atlan-
tic experiments and the crosses are for Pacific experiments). c, d Are 

similar to (a) and (b), respectively, with Arctic sea-ice volume ( �
SIV) instead of SIA. The regression slopes a, aatl and apac between 
the change in SIA/SIV and the change in OHT taking into account all 
model experiments, Atlantic experiments (dots) and Pacific experi-
ments (crosses), respectively, are provided in each panel
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melting Arctic sea ice than a change in ocean heat trans-
port led by warmer Atlantic water. This result is in agree-
ment with Koenigk and Brodeau (2014), who find that 
the increase in ocean heat transport at the Bering Strait 
affects more sea-ice basal melt than the increase in ocean 
heat transport at the Barents Sea Opening. However, we 
need to keep in mind that the ocean heat transport at the 
Bering Strait is ∼ 5 times lower than the heat transport 
through the Barents Sea Opening (Table 1), and that the 
latter also increases in the Pacific experiments, but with a 
lower magnitude than in the Atlantic experiments (Table  
1). Although the total increase in ocean heat transport is 
generally weaker in the Pacific experiments compared to 
the Atlantic experiments, the sensitivity of sea-ice area 
and volume to ocean heat transport increase is stronger in 
the Pacific experiments, which provides similar amounts 
of sea-ice loss in both the Atlantic and Pacific experi-
ments (Fig. 9). This will be further discussed below and 
in Sect. 4.

Also, the higher the level of warming for a same SST 
restoring region, the larger the increase in ocean heat trans-
port and the larger the loss in Arctic sea-ice area and volume 
for the wide and medium-sized domain experiments (Fig. 9). 
The small domain experiments (ATL3 and PAC3) do not 
show such a clear scaling with the level of warming, but the 
changes in ocean heat transport and sea-ice area and volume 
are much lower than in the wide and medium-sized domain 
experiments. Figure 9 also confirms that a larger SST restor-
ing region generally leads to a larger increase in ocean heat 
transport and a larger loss in sea-ice area and volume for a 
same level of warming.

As previously discussed in Sect. 3.1, the increase in ocean 
heat transport in our sensitivity experiments mainly comes 
from ocean temperature changes rather than ocean veloc-
ity changes (Fig.  3). Therefore, in order to understand the 
impact of the changes in ocean heat transport on sea ice we 
now look at how the ocean temperature varies across the 
first 1000 m (where most changes happen). Figure 10 shows 
the vertical profiles of mean ocean temperature changes for 
the SST+3 °C experiments compared to the CTRL run, 
averaged over the Arctic Ocean for each latitude for both 
the Atlantic and Pacific sides. It shows that the ocean tem-
perature clearly increases in the upper 600–800 m, with a 
maximum of up to 2–3 °C around 200 m depth, in the wide 
and medium-sized domain experiments (Fig. 10b, c, e, f, i, 
j, l, m). The temperature increase is more pronounced and 
reaches deeper ocean levels in the wide domain experiments 
(ATL1 and PAC1) compared to the medium-sized domain 
experiments.

Interestingly, we note a cooling on the Atlantic side below 
600–800 m in the wide and medium-sized domain experi-
ments, between 60°N and 80°N (Fig. 10b, c, e, f). Thus, the 
contrast between the large increase in ocean temperature in 

the top layers and the decrease in temperature at deeper lev-
els leads to enhanced stratification of the Arctic and northern 
Atlantic Oceans, leading to reduced AMOC in the wide and 
medium-sized experiments (Table 2).

An increase in ocean temperature is also present in the 
small domain experiments (Fig. 10d, g, k, n), but the strength 
of this increase is much weaker compared to the other exper-
iments and the temperature increase is confined to the upper 
layers. The comparison of PAC2+3 °C (Fig. 10f, m) and 
PAC3+3 °C (Fig.  10g, n) shows that the ocean temperature 
increase reaches deeper levels in the former experiment, 
but the increase at the surface is higher in the latter experi-
ment. This result partly explains why the Arctic sea-ice area 
and volume losses are larger in PAC3+3 °C compared to 
PAC2+3 °C (Fig. 6b, d).

We previously identified a more effective melting of Arc-
tic sea ice with a same amount of ocean heat transport in 
the Pacific experiments (Fig. 9). Figure 10i–n shows that 
the ocean temperatures are warmer in the surface layers in 
the Bering Sea, Bering Strait and Chukchi Sea in the Pacific 
experiments compared to the Atlantic experiments. This 
is particularly obvious for the wide domain experiments: 
PAC1+3 °C has much warmer temperatures in the Bering 
Sea and Strait than ATL1+3 °C, which leads to stronger 
sea-ice melting in this region in PAC1+3 °C (Fig. 7). On the 
Atlantic side, near-surface ocean temperatures are warmer 
in the Atlantic experiments (Fig. 10b–g).

To identify the exact process by which the ocean heat 
contributes to sea-ice melt, we decompose the sea-ice mass 
balance in its different terms, i.e. basal growth, open-water 
growth, dynamic growth, snow-ice formation, basal melt and 
surface melt. The EC-Earth3 model outputs do not contain 
lateral melt, but this process is minor compared to other 
processes (Keen et al. 2020). Figure 11 shows the differ-
ent components of the sea-ice mass balance as well as the 
net sea-ice growth for the CTRL run (Fig. 11a), as well as 
the changes in these components in the different sensitivity 
experiments compared to the CTRL run (Fig. 11b–g), for the 
whole Arctic and averaged over the 50-year reference period. 
We find that Arctic sea ice mainly grows via basal growth 
(62 cm year−1 ) and open-water growth (31 cm year−1 ), while 
it mostly melts from basal melt (− 83 cm year−1 ) and sur-
face melt (− 20 cm year−1 ) in the CTRL run (Fig. 11a). The 
respective contribution from these different terms is overall 
in agreement with previous modeling studies (Rousset et al. 
2015; Tsamados et al. 2015; Keen et al. 2020).

The net sea-ice melt coming from our sensitivity exper-
iments ranges between almost no change in ATL3+3 °C 
(Fig. 11d) and ∼1.5 cm year−1 in ATL1+3 °C (Fig. 11b) 
and PAC1+3 °C (Fig. 11e), relative to the CTRL run. In 
ATL1+3 °C and PAC1+3 °C, the net ice melt is driven 
by lower basal growth, and to a lesser extent by lower 
dynamic growth and lower snow-ice formation, compared 
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Fig. 10  a Vertical profile of the mean Arctic Ocean temperature 
for each latitude between 60 and 90  °N (Atlantic side, including 
the whole Atlantic basin) for the CTRL run (50-year average). b–g 
Vertical profiles of the difference in mean Arctic Ocean temperature 

(Atlantic side) between the Atlantic (middle row)/Pacific (bottom 
row) SST+3  °C experiments (PERT) and the CTRL run (50-year 
average). h Same as (a) for the Pacific side (including the whole 
Pacific basin). i–n Same as (b–g) for the Pacific side
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to the CTRL run. The mean basal melt is reduced in these 
two experiments compared to the CTRL run, which leads 
to net ice growth from this component. Note that this 
reduced mean basal melt hides large regional differences 
between enhanced basal melt in the Central Arctic and 
reduced basal melt close to the sea-ice edge (Fig. 13b, 
e). The latter results from a strong reduction in sea-ice 

concentration at the sea-ice edge, making much less sea 
ice available for being melted, in agreement with Sando 
et al. (2014). The net ice melt is relatively similar in both 
ATL1+3  °C and PAC1+3  °C, which leads to similar 
amounts of sea-ice loss in these two experiments (Fig.  6). 
In ATL2+3 °C, the net sea-ice melt is driven by stronger 
basal and surface melts, relative to the CTRL run (Fig.  

Fig. 11  a Components of the sea-ice mass balance (50-year average 
over the whole Arctic domain) for the CTRL run. A positive value 
for a specific process means that sea ice grows due to this specific 
process. b–g Difference in sea-ice mass balance processes (50-year 
average over the whole Arctic domain) between the Atlantic (middle 

row)/Pacific (bottom row) SST+3  °C experiments (PERT) and the 
CTRL run. A positive value means that sea ice grows due to this spe-
cific process relative to the CTRL run. In all computations, we take 
all grid points for which sea-ice concentration is strictly greater than 
0
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11c). In PAC2+3 °C, the net melt is driven by lower basal 
and dynamic growths and larger surface melt (Fig.  11f). In 
PAC3+3 °C, the net melt is driven by stronger basal melt 
and lower dynamic growth (Fig. 11g).

The net sea-ice mass balance varies with space. In the 
CTRL run, there is a net ice growth in the Central Arctic 
and along the coastlines of Siberia, north Greenland and 
part of Canada, while there is a net ice melt along the 
sea-ice edge (Fig. 12a). All sensitivity experiments result 
in a lower sea-ice growth (so more melt) in most parts of 
the Central Arctic, Kara and Bering/Chukchi Seas, and 
a lower sea-ice melt close to the sea-ice edge and along 
several coastlines, relative to the CTRL run (Fig.  11b–g). 
These changes are stronger in the wide domain experi-
ments (Fig. 11b, e) and with a higher level of warming 
(not shown).

Interestingly, the changes in net sea-ice growth/melt (Fig.  
12) correspond very well to the changes in sea-ice basal melt 
(Fig. 13), with larger basal melt in the Central Arctic and 
reduced basal melt along the sea-ice edge. Together with 
reduced basal growth along the sea-ice edge (especially in 
the Barents-Kara Sea, not shown), this agrees with Sando 
et al. (2014). Also, the orders of magnitude of net growth/
melt and basal melt are very similar. The other sea-ice mass 
balance components do not show such a high spatial corre-
spondence with the net sea-ice growth/melt. This indicates 
that basal melt is an important process in controlling the 
changes in sea ice that occur in the course of our sensitivity 
experiments, implying a strong influence of the ocean heat 
transport.

4  Discussion

Our analysis is in line with previous modeling studies, show-
ing a strong connection between enhanced ocean heat trans-
port and decreasing Arctic sea ice (e.g. Mahlstein and Knutti 
2011; Sando et al. 2014; Li et al. 2017; Muilwijk et al. 2019; 
see Sect.  1). The main novelty of our study is to have built 
experiments in which we can separate the impact of impos-
ing SST anomalies in the Atlantic Ocean from the effect 
of imposing them in the Pacific Ocean. In this respect, we 
find that the overall reduction of Arctic sea-ice area/volume 
is similar whether the Atlantic or the Pacific is warmed up 
(Fig. 6 and Table  2). As the ocean heat transport increase is 
smaller in the Pacific experiments compared to the Atlantic 
experiments (Figs.  2, 3 and Table 1), this means that the 
Pacific experiments are more efficient at melting Arctic sea 
ice than the Atlantic experiments (Fig. 9).

Two different mechanisms probably explain this more 
effective role of the Pacific experiments. First, the warm 
water transported through the Bering Strait has a lower 
salinity than the Atlantic Water and then stays closer to the 

surface, which would further enhance sea-ice basal melt 
(Koenigk and Brodeau 2014). Indeed, we see that ocean 
temperatures are warmer in the Bering Sea, Bering Strait and 
Chukchi Sea (Fig. 10), and that basal melt is enhanced at the 
Bering Strait (Fig. 13) in the Pacific experiments, especially 
in PAC1+3 °C. However, the near-surface ocean tempera-
tures are warmer on the Atlantic side in the Atlantic experi-
ments, so there must be additional mechanisms explaining 
the efficiency of the Pacific experiments at melting sea ice.

The second process that could play is the presence of an 
atmospheric bridge between the North Pacific and North 
Atlantic Oceans (Liu and Alexander 2007). By design, 
our experiments directly affect the ocean temperature and 
heat transport. However, the atmosphere also changes as a 
response of the imposed SST anomalies. In particular, the 
surface air temperature increases in the northern hemisphere 
in all our experiments, with the exception of some areas 
experiencing a cooling (Central Asia and North America 
during some months, not shown). Thus, the atmosphere may 
also play a role in the sea-ice changes that occur in our sen-
sitivity experiments.

Plotting the changes in Arctic sea-ice area and volume 
against the changes in Arctic surface air temperature, in a 
similar way as Fig.  9, also provides a strong negative cor-
relation between the two variables, i.e. there is a decrease 
in sea-ice area/volume with a larger surface air temperature. 
However, no distinction appears in this relationship between 
the Atlantic and Pacific experiments, as for the ocean heat 
transport. Also, due to the strong responses of sea-ice basal 
melt and basal growth to the changes in SST and relatively 
weak sea-ice surface melt response (Fig. 11), we think that 
the ocean plays a larger role than the atmosphere in driving 
the sea-ice area and volume reductions in our experiments. 
Thus, the increase in surface air temperature in these experi-
ments plays more as an additional amplifier, through the 
ice-albedo feedback, rather than a direct cause of sea-ice 
changes.

Latitudinal transects of the northward atmospheric and 
ocean heat transports show that the peaks in atmospheric 
and ocean heat transport occur around 40°N ( ∼5 PW) and 
15°N ( ∼2 PW), respectively (Fig. 14a), in agreement with 
van der Linden et al. (2019). North of 60°N, the atmospheric 
heat transport slightly decreases in all experiments, except in 
PAC2+3°C, compared to the CTRL run (Fig. 14b–c), while 
the ocean heat transport increases (Fig. 14d, e). This shows 
that the Arctic warming in our perturbed experiments is 
largely dominated by the ocean heat transport.

Although the atmosphere is not directly responsible for 
the Arctic sea-ice loss in our experiments, its response needs 
to be taken into account to fully understand the differences 
between the Atlantic and Pacific experiments. We investigate 
the role of the atmosphere by looking at the change in net 
atmospheric surface heat flux (positive downwards) between 
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each experiment and the CTRL run (Fig.  15). Without sur-
prise, the regions where the SST is restored (black boxes in 
Fig. 15b–g) experience a loss in surface heat flux, mainly 
due to enhanced latent heat flux (and secondarily increased 
sensible heat flux). Outside of the restoring regions, the most 
significant and interesting change is an increase in surface 
heat flux in the North Atlantic Ocean in the PAC1+3 °C and 
PAC2+3 °C experiments (Fig.  15e, f). This means that the 
atmosphere warms the North Atlantic Ocean surface in these 
two experiments, which leads to enhanced ocean heat trans-
port at the Barents Sea Opening and Fram Strait (Table 1). 
Note that there is almost no change in the North Pacific net 
surface heat flux in the Atlantic experiments (Fig. 15b–d).

In the Pacific experiments, each TW increase in the net 
atmospheric surface heat flux integrated over the North 
Atlantic leads to a 0.5 TW increase in the ocean heat trans-
port in the Atlantic (sum of Barents Sea Opening and Fram 
Strait heat transports) on average (regression slope asso-
ciated with the crosses in Fig. 16a). For example, in the 
PAC1+3 °C experiment, the Atlantic atmospheric surface 
heat flux increases by 59 TW and the Atlantic ocean heat 
transport is enhanced by 47 TW relative to the CTRL run. 
In the PAC2+3 °C experiment, the increase in the Atlantic 
surface heat flux is 28 TW and the increase in the Atlan-
tic Ocean heat transport is 14 TW. These results suggest 
that about half the amount of atmospheric surface heat flux 

Fig. 12  a Map of mean net sea-ice growth (50-year average) for the 
CTRL run. b–g Maps of difference in mean net sea-ice growth (50-
year average) between the Atlantic (middle row) / Pacific (bottom 

row) SST+3 °C experiments (PERT) and the CTRL run. The green 
curve shows the mean 15% sea-ice concentration contour for each dif-
ferent experiment
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gained by the North Atlantic Ocean is used in increasing 
the ocean heat transport at the Barents Sea Opening and 
Fram Strait.

In the Atlantic experiments, no significant change in 
the net atmospheric surface heat flux is found in the North 
Pacific Ocean, excluding an important role of the atmos-
phere in driving large changes in ocean heat transport in 
these experiments (Fig.  15b–d). Contrarily to the Pacific 
experiments, there is no clear relationship between the 

changes in the North Pacific atmospheric surface heat flux 
and the changes in ocean heat transport at the Bering Strait 
in the Atlantic experiments (dots in Fig. 16b).

Thus, the increase in ocean heat transport on the Atlantic 
side (Barents Sea Opening and Fram Strait) in the PAC1+3 °C 
and PAC2+3 °C experiments is linked to atmospheric warm-
ing in the North Atlantic, following the SST anomaly imposed 
in these experiments. The fact that we also see an increase in 
the ocean heat transport at the Barents Sea Opening in the 

Fig. 13  a Map of mean sea-ice basal melt (50-year average) for the 
CTRL run. b–g Maps of difference in mean sea-ice basal melt (50-
year average) between the Atlantic (middle row)/Pacific (bottom row) 

SST+3 °C experiments (PERT) and the CTRL run. The green curve 
shows the mean 15% sea-ice concentration contour for each different 
experiment
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PAC3+3 °C experiment without noticing any increase in the 
net atmospheric heat flux in the North Atlantic (Fig. 15g) 
is probably linked to internal variability for this specific 
experiment. As already discussed in Sect. 3.1, the increase 
in the Barents Sea Opening (and total) ocean heat transport 

in the PAC3+1 °C and PAC3+5 °C experiments is not as 
large as PAC3+3 °C, and is smaller than in PAC2+1 °C and 
PAC2+5 °C, respectively (Fig. 3a).

Fig. 14  a Latitudinal transect of northward total, atmospheric (AHT) 
and ocean (OHT) heat transports for the CTRL run (50-year average). 
b Latitudinal transect of the difference in northward atmospheric heat 

transport between the Atlantic SST+3 °C experiments and the CTRL 
run (50-year average). c Same as (b) for the Pacific SST+3 °C experi-
ments. d–e Same as (b–c) for the northward ocean heat transport
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5  Conclusions

In this study, we have analyzed the results from 18 different 
sensitivity experiments and one present-day control run con-
ducted with the coupled global climate model EC-Earth3. In 
our sensitivity experiments, the SST is artificially increased 
with three different levels of warming in different regions of 
the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans. Our main results are: 

1. In all sensitivity experiments, the total Arctic Ocean heat 
transport increases relative to the control run (Table 1, 

Figs. 2, 3, 4). This increase is mainly driven by the 
Barents Sea Opening for the Atlantic experiments and 
by the Bering Strait and Barents Sea Opening for the 
Pacific experiments (Table 1). The fact that the ocean 
heat transport considerably increases at the Barents Sea 
Opening (and to a lesser extent at the Fram Strait) in 
the Pacific experiments is related to atmospheric warm-
ing in the North Atlantic, through increased downward 
atmospheric surface heat flux (Figs. 15, 16).

2. In all sensitivity experiments, the Arctic sea-ice area and 
volume decrease (Table 2, Figs. 5, 6). Interestingly, the 

Fig. 15  a Map of mean net atmospheric surface heat flux (50-year 
average, positive downwards) for the CTRL run. b–g Maps of dif-
ference in mean net atmospheric surface heat flux (50-year average) 
between the Atlantic (middle row) / Pacific (bottom row) SST+3 °C 
experiments (PERT) and the CTRL run. The domain in which the 

SST restoring is applied is shown as a black box for each experiment. 
Also, the domain over which we compute the mean net atmospheric 
surface heat flux for Fig. 16 is shown as a green box (Pacific domain 
in b–d and Atlantic domain in e–g)
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loss in sea-ice area and volume is approximately similar 
in the two wide domain experiments. This suggests that 
there is no substantial difference in sea ice whether the 
SST anomaly is imposed in the Atlantic or the Pacific 
Ocean.

3. In general, the wider the restoring domain and the larger 
the level of warming, the larger the increase in ocean 
heat transport and the stronger the loss of Arctic sea-
ice area and volume (Tables 1, 2, Figs. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 
8). The small domain experiments (SST increase at the 
Barents Sea Opening and Bering Strait) do not show 
such a good scaling with a temperature increase, but 
the changes in ocean heat transport and sea-ice area are 
lower than for the other experiments.

4. Our sensitivity experiments confirm that the relation-
ship between ocean heat transport and Arctic sea ice 
is causal: an increased ocean heat transport leads to 
reduced Arctic sea-ice area. Furthermore, the impact 
of ocean heat transport on Arctic sea ice is more effi-
cient in the Pacific experiments, relative to the Atlantic 
experiments: for a same amount of ocean heat transport 
increase, the loss of sea ice is larger in the Pacific experi-
ments (Fig. 9). This is explained by lower-salinity water 
at the Bering Strait (staying close to the surface and 
melting sea ice) and atmospheric warming of the North 
Atlantic Ocean in the Pacific experiments (Figs. 15, 16).

5. Studying the different components of the sea-ice mass 
budget allows to show that basal melt increases in the 

Central Arctic and basal growth is reduced along the 
sea-ice edge. Also, the spatial changes in net sea-ice 
growth closely follow the spatial changes in basal melt 
(Figs. 11, 12, 13). This confirms that the ocean heat 
transport is the primary driver of Arctic sea-ice loss in 
these experiments.

With this analysis, we shed some lights on the processes 
that link ocean heat transport and Arctic sea-ice changes. 
However, further investigation is needed to clarify the 
pathways by which sea ice is affected by ocean heat trans-
port. In particular, these experiments were designed to 
directly affect the ocean heat transport. However, the 
changes in SST and ocean heat transport also impact the 
atmosphere. Our experiments show that the atmosphere 
also plays a role, particularly in warming the Barents Sea 
in the Pacific experiments. Finally, the use of higher-reso-
lution models would allow to provide a better representa-
tion of ocean currents, giving supplementary insights into 
the ocean-sea ice processes occurring in the Arctic.
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